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The University of  Dayton is once 
again the benefactor of  a generous 
donation, this time courtesy of  NCR 
Corp.
NCR will donate $5 million to UD 
by waiving its participation rights 
in the commercial development of  
the 50 acres of  land UD purchased 
from the company in 2005. UD will 
be paying $2 million for the remain-
ing rights. 
“In these challenging economic 
times, we’re still seeing individuals 
and corporations stepping forward 
to support the University of  Dayton 
in very generous ways,” Deborah 
Read, vice president for advance-
ment, said in a recent press release. 
“We are grateful for that belief  in 
the University of  Dayton’s vision.”
NCR, a global technology firm 
based in Dayton, has illustrated its 
belief  in UD’s vision with several 
contributions over the past years 
that together total over $13 million. 
In 2005, UD expanded with the 
aid of  NCR when it purchased land, 
two buildings, two parking lots and 
two practice fields from NCR for 
$25 million.  The company retained 
$7 million of  participation rights 
in commercial development on the 
land, according to a recent press re-
lease.  The $5 million gift was a re-
sult of  NCR waiving these rights.  
President Dr. Dan Curran said 
this donation was a result of  conver-
sations that have been taking place 
for months concerning the need to 
develop the land in ways that are 
appropriate for UD and the Dayton 
community. Because NCR has re-
linquished its rights, UD now has 
more flexibility to plan as it sees fit, 
without having to share future rev-
enues.  
“We can take our time, rather 
than rush commercial develop-
ment,” Dr. Curran said. “We can do 
what is best for UD.” 
Curran said opportunities for 
the 50-acre property that stretches 
from Brown Street to the Great Mi-
ami River are still being explored. 
He estimates decisions will be made 
within the next few months. Curran 
expects the projects will enhance 
Stewart Street and provide more 
green space for students.
“This total freedom is about 
what is best for UD and the Dayton 
region,” Curran said.  
carly schott
Assistant news Editor
Coverage now allowed for injuries under the influence 
Recently, Ohio joined 14 other 
states to prohibit insurers from 
declining or limiting coverage 
for those who are injured while 
on drugs or alcohol by agreeing 
to repeal the Uniform Individual 
Accident and Sickness Policy Pro-
vision Law exclusion provision.     
Under the previous UPPL that 
was passed nearly 50 years ago 
from recommendations of the Na-
tional Association of Insurance 
Commissioners, care providers 
in emergency rooms and trauma 
centers may not test injured pa-
tients for drugs or alcohol for 
fear that the patients would not 
be covered by certain insurance 
companies. They were hesitant to 
take the proper measures to fully 
protect patients. 
The leading cause of death for 
people under 40 is injury, accord-
ing to the American Society of 
Addiction Medicine. The ASAM 
also stated that “35-50 percent of 
injured patients treated in ERs 
and trauma centers are under the 
influence of alcohol or other in-
toxicants.”     
Within the medical commu-
nity, views on addiction have sig-
nificantly changed, as illustrated 
by the ASAM and by Ohio’s near-
ly unanimous vote to repeal the 
UPPL.   
The ASAM expresses that in-
surance companies should not 
have the right to deny coverage 
and that people who suffer from 
addiction need to be treated prop-
erly. This repeal speaks for soci-
ety, according to Angela Corne-
lius Dawson, director of the Ohio 
Department of Alcohol and Drug 
Addiction Services. 
“It takes us, as a society, one 
step closer to eliminating the 
stigma that surrounds the dis-
ease of addiction and it will help 
to ensure all injured Ohioans 
receive timely and appropriate 
medical care,” she said.   
According to the ASAM, the 
University of Texas Southwest-
ern Medical School and the Uni-
versity of Washington, after per-
forming cost-benefit analyses of 
alcohol screenings and interven-
tions in ERs and trauma centers, 
results yielded a projected $1.82 
billion net savings for insurers 
nationwide over the next three 
years if these are performed.   
alexis buhelos
staff Writer 
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If you find your name and tele-
phone number followed by “call for 
a good time” etched into a bathroom 
stall, at least only those who happen 
upon that stall will read it.
Today, people do not have the 
same luxury as anonymous post-
ings once scratched on bathroom 
walls, carved on park benches and 
inked on classroom desks have 
moved online.
Message boards, online forums 
and blogs are replacing the more 
rudimentary forms of anonymous 
communication and creating an ap-
pealing way for people to express 
their thoughts and opinions.
“There is a certain distance be-
tween people online, so it is possible 
to hide your identity,” said Michael 
Wesch, Kansas State University 
sociology professor. “On the other 
hand, it is a very public space, so it 
allows you to be completely hidden 
yet in total public.
“It is a unique thing that is hard 
to do in real life.”
Hostility and bigotry online
While online anonymity has al-
lowed people to communicate more 
candidly, it also has inspired more 
malicious behavior.
“You get complete hatred — like 
unabashed hatred —and people 
saying horrible things,” Wesch 
said. “The other side is you some-
times see people caring for people 
and expressing love for people they 
wouldn’t feel comfortable doing in 
public.”
JuicyCampus.com is becoming a 
popular way for students to express 
thoughts and opinions without giv-
ing up their identities. The site, 
launched in August 2007, already 
has forums for 500 campuses.
Students can post whatever in-
formation they want on the site com-
pletely anonymously.
As the site has grown, so has its 
opposition as several schools have 
attempted to ban the site. Tennessee 
State University became the first 
public school to ban the site, block-
ing it on all computers using the 
school’s Internet services.
Richard Harris, psychology pro-
fessor, said it is not surprising to see 
people act maliciously when they 
can be anonymous.
Stanley Milgram’s “Obedience” 
series — famous psychological stud-
ies from the 1960s — showed people 
were more willing to hurt a test sub-
ject if they had less of a connection 
with that person, Harris said. 
Dealing with online postings
For some, message boards and 
forums are fun to read until their 
name appears with a demeaning 
comment. Students must decide how 
to respond.
Tom Gould, K-state mass com-
munications professor, said he sees 
anonymous postings about himself 
on TEVALS and Web sites like rate-
myprofessor.com.
“It seems to me that if you don’t 
have the wherewithal to actually 
sign a real name, then it pretty much 
doesn’t matter,” he said. “Anyone 
who pays attention to anonymous 
postings has way too much time on 
their hands.”
How anonymous is anony-
mous?
While sites like JuicyCampus 
advertise 100-percent anonymity, it 
is hard to be completely anonymous 
on the Internet.
“If you say something about 
someone online, and you think that 
you’re anonymous and you can’t be 
tracked, that is just not true,” Gould 
said. “You can be tracked down; your 
IP address can be tracked down.”
According to JuicyCampus’ pri-
vacy policy, for example, users’ In-
ter Protocol address, browser type, 
Internet service provider, referring/
exit pages, operating system, date/
time stamp and clickstream data are 
recorded to track users’ demograph-
ics and movements on the site.
“In the end, most of what we do 
is trackable,” Wesch said. “There’s a 
constant race for people to be anony-
mous.”
Importance of anonymity
Wesch is studying an online 
movement called “Anonymous” in 
which people meet anonymously on-
line and participate in activities like 
planning protests.
The group gained notoriety when 
it launched a mass protest against 
the church of Scientology, demon-
strating in the Guy Fawkes masks 
made famous by the movie “V for 
Vendetta.”
Wesch said “Anonymous” shows 
how important the ability to stay 
anonymous can be.
“It’s important to mention the 
importance of anonymity to a func-
tioning government,” Wesch said. 
“It’s possible to imagine a situation 
when people are afraid to speak out, 
and at that point, I think, we need to 
have the option to be anonymous.”
anonymous postings move from bathroom stalls to juicy Web sites
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and the possibilities are endless
Day one. It’s when you take charge, meet new challenges and stretch yourself. It’s where you  
discover fresh opportunities around every corner. And it’s where you find the freedom to explore  
different services and industry sectors. From your very first day, we’re committed to helping you  
achieve your potential. So, whether your career lies in assurance, tax, transaction or advisory services,  
shouldn’t your day one be at Ernst & Young?
What’s next for your future?
Visit ey.com/us/eyinsight and our Facebook page.
Day one
Joel aschbrenner
Kansas state Collegian
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What if instead of going to din-
ner and a movie this weekend, your 
money went toward changing some-
one’s life? 
Senior Matt McNamara is work-
ing to spread awareness and get UD 
students to do just that by getting 
them involved in helping reduce pov-
erty in the developing world. He is 
doing this through the world’s first 
“person-to-person micro-lending 
Web site” Kiva.
Kiva allows people to make a loan 
as small as $25 to an entrepreneur in 
the developing world, such as a res-
taurant owner in Peru, a construc-
tion worker in Nicaragua or a laun-
dry service in Pakistan. 
McNamara heard about Kiva 
from last year’s required reading 
book for freshmen. After hearing of 
the benefits of the program, he de-
cided to find out more about it. 
“It was a way to make an invest-
ment that perpetually helps people 
who do want to get a better life and 
are willing to work for it, rather than 
just blindly handing out money to 
someone who might not appreciate it 
as much,” McNamara said. 
Kiva allows people to set up teams 
and then invite their friends to join 
their team and begin lending money. 
The University of Dayton has its own 
team that allows students to come to-
gether and see who else is donating. 
“Kiva has a way for people in 
similar communities to get together 
and take pride in their commitment 
to helping others as a group,” McNa-
mara said.
Anyone can go to the Web site at 
Kiva.org and join the University of 
Dayton team. Members will be able 
to browse through the entrepre-
neurs, read their biographies and de-
cide who to lend money to. All of the 
donation money goes directly to the 
person chosen.
Once money is donated, mem-
bers can track their entrepreneur’s 
progress and in about six months to 
a year be fully paid back. After that, 
the money can be kept or donated 
again to someone else to keep the 
process going. 
Kiva’s motto is “Loans that save 
lives.” By loaning just $25 through 
Kiva instead of spending it on some-
thing else, one person could poten-
tially change someone’s life and get 
them out of poverty, McNamara 
said.
“It’s a simple way to help people, 
live out this UD spirit thing we keep 
hearing about, and recognize that by 
a bunch of people doing a small thing, 
it can make a huge different for those 
in need,” McNamara said. 
For more information check out 
Kiva.org or contact Matt McNamara 
at mcnamamj@notes.udayton.edu 
about joining the UD team.
Grace rodney
staff Writer
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senior encourages students to join micro-lending Web site Kiva
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senior Matt Mcnamara has created a ud group to help reduce poverty on the Web site Kiva.
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When cold weather sets in, Ohio
state Parks help avoid the gloom.
As the reality of classes and the 
dreary winter weather begins to set 
in, UD students may develop a case of 
cabin fever.  Exploring the outdoors is 
an easy way to get outside and maybe 
even fulfill a new year’s resolution.  
The Ohio state parks provide a va-
riety of ways for people to get active 
while exploring nature. The parks 
plan organized hikes and other activ-
ities during the winter season to en-
courage Ohio residents to appreciate 
their parks year-round.  According 
to Beth Ruths, Ohio Department of 
Natural Resources Media Relations 
Coordinator, “Ohio State Parks are 
great places to enjoy the beauty of the 
outdoors while getting active in a va-
riety of ways.”
Here are two parks close to UD 
that have scheduled activities for the 
public within the upcoming months. 
For a full list of events in all Ohio 
state parks, visit dnr.state.oh.us.
anna beyerle
staff Writer
Photos courtesy of dnr.state.oh.us
Caesar Creek State Park is located in Waynesville, Ohio, 
only 30 minutes from Dayton, and “offers some of the fin-
est outdoor recreation in southwest Ohio including boat-
ing, hiking, camping and fishing,” according to the park’s 
Web site.
on Feb. 21 and 22, caesar creek will sponsor a maple 
syrup weekend from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the two days, 
where guests can learn how to collect sap from trees and 
make it into syrup.  brunch will be served for a small fee.
also on Feb. 21, starting at 10 a.m. with starts until noon, 
the park will be having a Winter Hike.  this four-mile 
self-directed hike included complementary refreshments 
at the conclusion.
for more information on attending these events, 
call (513) 897-3055.
Hocking Hills State Park, located in Logan, Ohio, is about two hours 
away from UD.  It’s “famous for its brilliant autumn colors and is gain-
ing notoriety for its equally exquisite winter landscape,” according to 
a press release from the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.  
hocking hills is sponsoring their 44th Annual Winter Hike on Jan. 
17.  the hike is six miles long, and starts at 9 a.m., with constant 
starts until 11 a.m.
on Feb. 14, valentine’s day, hocking hills will sponsor a sweet-
hearts Hike from 5 to 7 p.m.  couples are welcome to take a short 
hike to the scenery of the setting sun, with a bonfire following.  Re-
freshments are provided.
for more information on attending these events, 
call (740) 385-6942.
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Follow the FlYeRs
CAB and red scare are organizing a 
bus trip to Pittsburgh for uD men’s bas-
ketball game against Duquense Jan.17. 
Tickets go on sale tonight at the Ku Box 
Office at 10 p.m. The $10 ticket includes 
transportation, some food, and a game 
ticket. Contact steven Parker at park-
ersr@notes.udayton.edu for more infor-
mation. 
NIght oN the towN
Join CAB for a free dinner at Bravo’s 
restaurant at Dayton Mall on Jan. 23. 
sign-ups start today in the CAB office 
in Ku 215. Limited space is available, so 
sign up early!
today
ARtsY lIvINg
Today is the last chance to turn in an 
application to live in Artstreet housing 
for the 2009-2010 school year. sopho-
mores, juniors and seniors of all majors 
are welcome to apply. Visit http://hous-
ing.udayton.edu/current/artstreet/appli-
cations.html for more information.
JAN.
12
Monday
seRvIce INvolvemeNt
Interested in enjoying the mountains of 
Appalachia while doing service work 
with 13 other Dayton students? Applica-
tions are due today by noon for uDsAP, 
the university of Dayton summer Ap-
plication Program. E-mail Brother Tom 
Pieper, at piepertj@notes.udayton.edu 
with any questions.
As part of a week-long celebration of 
uD’s Marianist Heritage, there is also a 
Beyond uD Panel supper at 5:30 p.m. 
today in Ku 331. Come to learn about 
service beyond uD and mission oppor-
tunities for post-grad volunteers. rsVP 
Jan. 9 by to the Center of social Con-
cern. 
luNch AND socIAl JustIce
The Center for social Concern is hosting 
its monthly “Table of Plenty” lunch to dis-
cuss a social justice topic. This month’s 
topic is “Facing the issues of abortion: Is 
there common ground?” rsVP by Jan. 
9 to terbaysc@notes.udayton.edu if in-
terested.
JAN.
13
tuesday
Crime Log
Theft
Dec. 6, 6:21 p.m.
Officer Barber was dispatched 
to the recPlex. upon arrival, 
he met with a uD student who 
stated he placed his wallet on 
the floor of the basketball court 
at approximately 5 p.m., but 
found his wallet missing soon 
after. The wallet contained $100 
cash, a Day Air debit card, a 
uD ID card, driver’s license and 
five gift certificates valued at 
$10-$20 each. Officer Arnold 
cancelled the complainant’s 
Flyer Express card and the 
complainant planned to cancel 
the debit cards the next day. 
Criminal Damaging 
Dec. 7, 6:09 p.m.
Officer Weber was dispatched 
to stuart Complex where he 
met with two residents of 
sheehy Hall. The residents left 
their room at 12 a.m. on Dec. 6 
and returned at approximately 3 
a.m. on Dec. 7 to find unknown 
person(s) had entered through 
the unlocked door. Both 
Tangent laptops were damaged, 
mattresses were in the hallway 
and hot cocoa mix was thrown 
about the room. There are no 
known suspects or witnesses at 
this time and the cost to repair 
the computers isn’t known. 
Burglary
Dec. 14, 2:02 p.m.
Officer A. Durian was dispatched 
to the uD Police station to take 
a theft report. The complainant 
stated at approximately 9 a.m. 
on Dec. 14 he left his dorm in 
Marianist Hall and found his 
driver’s license in the hallway. 
The complaint then found his 
wallet missing from his desk. 
The wallet contained his Fifth-
Third bank debit card, PnC debit 
card, health insurance card, $40 
in cash, and a personal check in 
the amount of $30. There are no 
known suspects or witnesses at 
this time. 
the following incidents were reported to 
the department of Public Safety on dec. 6 
through dec. 14. this log was compiled by 
flyer News from actual police reports ob-
tained from the department of Public Safety. 
As a “wild and crazy sib” in 
2008, 6-year-old Luke Gerdeman 
was making his sister, UD sopho-
more Ashley Gerdeman, promise 
to invite him back every year.
This year Luke will get his wish 
on the weekend of March 13 when 
UD’s campus transforms into a 
tropical haven for the 2009 jungle-
themed Little Sibs Weekend. 
“He always tells me how much 
he wants to come back and visit for 
Little Sibs Weekend,” Gerdeman 
said. “He enjoyed all the activities 
last year. His favorite was the ma-
gician, and I also remember mak-
ing stuffed animals together which 
was fun for both of us.”
Luke enjoyed the stuffed moose 
his sister made for him last year, 
and has been sleeping with it every 
night.
This year he can look forward 
to new and similar activities from 
last year that SGA has planned.
“So far we have a live animal 
show and interaction with the 
students and sibs, a comedian for 
the older teenage sibs, inflatables 
which have always been enjoyed, 
a hypnotist, arts and crafts and 
we’re still working on more,” Mi-
chelle Whelan, SGA Special Pro-
grams and CAB Coordinator said. 
“This doesn’t include what CAB 
will be hosting for their Weekend 
Scene. It is going to be a great ex-
perience for all UD students and 
their siblings.”
Little Sibs Weekend enables 
young siblings to enjoy SGA and 
CAB run activities that compete 
with the likes of Chuck E. Cheese, 
but older siblings can get just as 
much out of the weekend as well. 
UD freshman Michaela Cum-
mins first attended Sibs Weekend 
as a high school freshman, and en-
joyed it so much she came back the 
following three years.
While cheering on the Flyers at 
a men’s basketball game, watching 
movies with her sister and meeting 
new people, Cummins got a taste 
of her future as a UD student. She 
liked the taste.
“My favorite part of Little Sibs 
Weekend is how excited it made me 
to be part of this campus,” Cum-
mins said. “I got to experience UD 
firsthand and each visit made me 
more excited. It made the transi-
tion from high school to college 
easier as well because I knew what 
to expect.”
Cummins plans on sharing the 
2009 Sibs Weekend with her broth-
er, a high school junior who will 
soon be embarking on the college 
journey himself.
“I’ll introduce him to some of 
my guy friends and make sure they 
help him have fun and get excited 
about college,” Cummins said. “I’ll 
probably take him out to eat first, 
though. I work at Dewey’s Pizza, 
so I can get him a discount there 
which works out nicely.”
The Cummins siblings aren’t 
the only ones looking forward to 
the Brown Street fan-favorite, 
Dewey’s. Gerdeman is already 
planning on taking her brother 
there, whether he knows it or not.
“We may just have to take Luke 
to Dewey’s Pizza,” Gerdeman said. 
“Of course that may be because it’s 
my favorite pizza place ever.”
All pizzas aside, the cost of Lit-
tle Sibs Weekend is $30 for the first 
sib and $25 for any additional sibs. 
This covers the cost of admission 
to all events, Saturday’s breakfast 
and two T-shirts for the student and 
his or her sibling. All information 
on the cost, a tentative schedule 
and how to register can be found at 
http://campus.udayton.edu/~sga/
littlesibs/. 
The SGA has put a lot of effort 
into the 2009 Little Sibs weekend, 
and is excited to keep this family 
fun tradition alive.
“We are really working hard to 
improve every aspect of Little Sibs 
Weekend this year as well as pro-
vide more entertainment for older 
siblings as well,” David Mattingly, 
the other SGA Special Programs 
and CAB Coordinator said. “If you 
have a high school sib bring them 
and convince them to go to UD.”
stePhanie verMillion
Chief staff Writer
Jungle-theme welcomes little sibs
Photo courtesy of Michaela cuMMins
sibling dancing is one of the many 
activities to partake in March 13.
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Puzzle by websudoku.com
Challenge level: easy
Source : WebSudoku.com
5-6 Person houses
2 minute walk from campus
all on e. stewart street
1-888-808-7741
$2,000 per person/per semester
utilities included
new beds provided
big screen tv - included
call today for 09/10 school year.
do no count on the lottery!
Great deal - student housing for the 
2009-2010 school year. available June 1, 
2009. fully furnished; lots of parking; huge 
porch; basement; washer/dryer.
1000 east stewart street. 3-6 students. 
$1,200 semster ($300 a month). 
call 937-293-1241 or email chad.folck@
centerville.k12.oh.us
4 bedroom/2 bath. new appliances, newly 
remodeled. new Ghetto. $2500/semester. 
937-514-6546
2009-2010 school Year. 2-4 student 
house. Furnished, well-maintained. 
832-2319
Live in the Ghetto next year. 2, 5, 7 
student units available. Will not last. Call 
937-439-9112.
Brand new
student housing
4 bedroom, 2.5 bath town homes
1 quarter mile from Marycrest
$26,000/school year
steve 513-543-3939
dELUXE 2 PERsOn HOUsE in tHE HEARt 
OF tHE GHEttO FOR 09/10 sCHOOL YEAR 
At 412 KiEFABER!
nicely furnished, central air, washer-dryer, 
dishwasher. Porch! on-site parking. owner 
pays utilities. 
www.udlandlordhouse.com
Quality student Housing!!!
Only 1/2 block to campus. All houses 
semi-furnished. Central air, air-condi-
tioning, washer/dryer, off-street park-
ing. 40, 49 Jasper. Plan Ahead! Check 
out website leosrentals.com
Contact Leo 937-371-1046/937-456-
7743
Houses for Rent Fall 09
140 evanston 5 Person
239 stonemill 5 Person
29 Woodland 5 Person
33 Woodland 5 Person
31 Woodland 3 Person
416 lowes 6 Person  
www.udGhetto.com  call 477-7215 for info
$ave 60% or more at Firwood Apart-
ments - check ‘em out! Call 294-1030 - 
www.firwoodapartments.com
nOW HiRinG - FLYER nEWs!  
Assistant Advertising manager
Join the staff of Ud’s student newspaper
Contact: klecklider@gmail.com
start the new year off by AdVERtisinG 
with FLYER nEWs!
CALL or EmAiL us today - it’s the BEst 
way to reach the Ud community!
937-229-3813 - advertising@flyernews.
com
Classifieds Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertise-ments must conform to the policies of Flyer News. For a review of these policies, con-tact the Flyer News business office. Business Office: 937.229.3813; Fax: 937.229.3893; E–mail: advertising@flyernews.com   Web site:  www.flyernews.com/advertising
HOUSING
HELP WANTED
MISCELLANEOUS
1) In issue 19, the article 
“ReAch: more than m-Fest”
said the group is hosting
the student wellness Fair.
Its members are helping the
RecPlex do this.
2) In issue 20, the article 
“social discussing moving
on after uD” said Richard 
Florida started soche. It
was actually founded by area
universities. 
R e -
cently, 
Ohio joined 14 other states to pro-
hibit insurers from declining or 
limiting coverage for those who 
are injured while on drugs or al-
cohol by agreeing to repeal the 
Uniform Individual Accident and 
Sickness Policy Provision Law 
exclusion provision.     
Under the previous UPPL that 
was passed nearly 50 years ago 
from recommendations of the Na-
tional Association of Insurance 
Commissioners, care providers 
in emergency rooms and trauma 
centers may not test injured pa-
tients for drugs or alcohol for 
fear that the patients would not 
be covered by certain insurance 
companies. They were hesitant to 
take the proper measures to fully 
protect patients. 
The leading cause of death for 
people under 40 is injury, accord-
ing to the American Society of 
Addiction Medicine. The ASAM 
also stated that “35-50 percent of 
CorreCtioNS
(cont. from p. 1)
COst-BEnEFit
think you’ve got an eye for photography? Here’s your chance to get it 
published. Just send your ‘CliCK’ picture to photo@flyernews.com along 
with your first and last name and a brief description. Click away!CLICK!
briana snyder/PhotoGraPhy editor
With intramural basketball sign-ups closing soon, the recPlex courts are seeing as much competition as Blackburn Court.
academic engagement initiative due
The Student Government As-
sociation and the Office of  the 
Provost are encouraging student 
organizations to nominate their 
group by today to have a chance 
to win a few thousand dollars as 
part of  the Academic Engagement 
Initiative.
The program indicates the or-
ganization will act upon values 
outlined in the Habits of  Inquiry, 
such as “creating an environment 
in which all members are able to 
work in a respectful and scholarly 
manner,” demonstrate leadership 
development and participate in 
service opportunities.
At the end of  the academic 
year, participating organizations 
will be evaluated and the top three 
will received $5,000, $2,500 and 
$2,500 respectively. 
Applications are due today by 
3 p.m. to UDSGA1@gmail.com and 
more detailed information will be 
released Feb. 1. 
During a memorable summer 
immersion in Zambia, Junior 
Eric Krissek, a secondary math 
education major, captured what he 
saw through photography. Now, the 
University of  Dayton community 
is invited to see a snapshot of  his 
trip at the Ninth Annual Honors 
Art Exhibition.
“The photo represents the 
beauty of  Zambia through the faces 
of  the boys,” he said. “However, it 
simultaneously depicts the difficult 
situation facing these boys. Since 
they were born into poverty in 
rural Zambia, it will be a long, 
arduous life ahead of  them.”
Krissek’s work, entitled 
“Humbling Grace,” is among 29 
pieces chosen for display at the 
exhibit created by University 
Honors and Berry Scholars 
students. This collection of  
student creations will open with a 
reception today from 3 to 4:30 p.m. 
in 125 Alumni Hall, with an awards 
ceremony at 3:30 p.m. 
University Honors and Berry 
Scholars students of  all majors 
were invited to submit up to three 
pieces for consideration.
“I have always liked 
photography and film,” sophomore 
Nathaniel Hogrebe, a chemical 
engineering major said.  “I also 
love to backpack which gives me 
a chance to take advantage of  the 
beautiful scenery and take a lot 
of  pictures…When I saw the flier 
for the Honors Art Exhibition, I 
thought that it couldn’t hurt to 
submit three of  the pictures that I 
had taken.”
Will South, chief  curator for 
the Dayton Art Institute, chose 
the winners from the 98 works 
submitted. Out of  these, 23 students’ 
pieces were chosen. Their winning 
artwork will remain outside the 
University Honors Program offices 
in Alumni Hall until Nov. 13, 2009. 
Senior Alexis Rakaczky, an art 
education major, submitted her 
work this year for the first time. 
Her mixed media painting, in 
which she used everything from 
Kix cereal to photographs, was 
also selected.
“I think it is a good way for 
students that are not art majors 
to display their range of  talents,” 
she said. “And it is a good way to 
showcase the creations of  some of  
the hardest working students on 
campus.”
Winners will receive a $100 gift 
certificate to the UD Bookstore, and 
the recipient of  the “Best of  Show” 
prize, yet to be announced, will be 
awarded a $500 scholarship.
“The art show allows students 
to display their creativity, which 
is an aspect of  our education that 
is overlooked these days,” Krissek 
said. “By displaying works of  art 
from these honors students, the 
campus can get a flavor of  the 
passion and experiences their 
fellow peers have had during their 
time here.”
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Flyer News: How is life treating you 
on Kiefaber?
Meeghan Voreis: Kiefabulous.
FN: What’s the first thing people no-
tice about your house?
Jody Pearl: Creepy butterflies on the 
wall.
Jamie Anderson: Yeah, the butter-
flies that lead to the bathroom.
FN: Do you have any house tradi-
tions?
MV: 221 club.
Lindsay Baker: It’s where we just 
pick random places to go in Dayton 
and we all go together as a house.
FN: What’s your most memorable 221 
moment?
KH: Probably when Phi Sig had a par-
ty next to us.
JP: Some people decided to come over 
to our porch and were just sitting 
there. They were just making out, or-
dering pizza and drinking over here. 
JA: It was so bizarre. One of  them even 
came in and used the bathroom.
FN: Any downfalls to living here?
JP: I hate how the door in the back is 
so confusing to open. 
KH: Every time you want to open the 
door you have to close the other door. 
It’s ridiculous.
LB: And everything in our refrigera-
tor freezes.
MV: The house is also at a weird slant. 
If  you look at the door frame you can 
see how it’s not straight at all.
FN: What’s your porch mostly used 
for?
MV: When it was warmer we’d eat din-
ner out there.
JP: And we’d read the newspaper on 
the porch like old people.
FN: When you open the fridge, what’s 
usually in it?
MV: Boxed wine and cheese.
JP: In the freezer there are chicken 
patties.
KH: And of  course the frozen milk.
roommates 
Seniors Meeghan voreis,  
Jody Pearl, Jaime Anderson, 
Katherine Hague, lindsay 
Baker, Kylene Guerra
house specs 
three bedrooms, two bath-
rooms, living room, dining 
room, kitchen and basement
FN: Any house rules?
JA: We have a chores chart.
FN: What’s the biggest perk about liv-
ing here?
All: Tim’s.
MV: It’s right down the street.
LB: We don’t even take our jackets. We 
just run there.
FN: What do the girls in the house al-
ways crave?
KH: Chocolate.
JP: Sonic, too. We love sonic.
JA: We’ll make a 40-minute round trip 
just to go.
FN: What’s a must-have for a party at 
221?
Honor students’ artwork on display at annual exhibit
JacQui boyle
Assistant A&E Editor
JA: Cupcakes and cookies.
KH: Funny costumes for sure. One 
time Kylene dressed up as Eve, as in 
Adam and Eve, and all she had on were 
leaves and this skin colored body suit.
MV: People thought she was naked, it 
was hilarious!
FN:  Anything else you want to share?
JP: We have a coat rack.
LB: And we have magazines in our 
bathroom.
JA: There’s also a seat in there; I guess 
for people to sit and chat.
MV: Oh and the Magna Doodle so that 
people can leave us messages in the 
bathroom.
FN: Any final thoughts?
All: We’re past the point of  no return.
221 
Kiefaber st.
tHe lAdieS of
briana snyder/PhotoGraPhy editor
the annual Honors Art exhibition features artwork and photography from 23 university Honors and Berry Scholars students.
sylvia Maye/CHief StAff Writer
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101 E. Stewart St.
937.228.5776
voted best food by 
Joe’s Choice
Bar OPEN Mon-Sat 11-2:30 AM 
Kitchen Open Mon-Sat 11-10 PM 
Pizza’s served until 10pm 
EAT IN OR CARRYOUT! 
*please call for Special Pricing on Wings for Carryout (80pc or more)
ATM. Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express, 
Diners Club, Discover
MON
TUES
THRS
FRI
SAT
Buckets of COORS LIGHT
5 for $10
other brands available
Pitcher of COORS LIGHT
$6.00
22oz BUD, BUD LIGHT, LITE
$3.75
Happy Hour
4-8pm
Specials on Draft, Bottle, Drinks
Buckets of 5 Beers
$10.00 - 11-8pm
excluding exports, no game days
noW hirinG
sara dorn
staff Writer
Add some heat and slice to your 
Friday evenings with the UD Salsa 
Dancing Club.
“It is a fantastic way to meet 
other people, polish up your dance 
steps and start off  your weekend,” 
senior club member Michael Elliot 
said.
The club meets every Friday in 
ArtStreet Studio D from 8 to 9:30 
p.m. for sessions. Each meeting 
starts with a beginner lesson 
taught by either UD senior Favian 
Valencia, who founded the club in 
fall 2007, guest instructors or even 
professionals from the downtown 
Dayton area.
“Because it is a workshop (as 
opposed to lessons), we keep the 
lecture to a minimum and let 
people experiment for themselves,” 
Valencia said. 
Aside from salsa, the club tries 
other forms of  dancing closely 
related to salsa, including bachata 
and meringue, both similar dances 
to salsa because they have a Latin 
American background and involve 
frequent hip movement.
“We usually just dance salsa 
which can either be fast or slow-
paced depending on the song,” Elliot 
said. “However, we sometimes dance 
bachata and merengue too.”
Those who have attended these 
workshops have had positive 
experiences.
“Favian or whoever is teaching 
always starts with the basics,” UD 
Salsa Dancing Club member senior 
Chelsey Krummel said.  “It’s easy to 
pick up and a ton of  fun.”
According to Elliot, there are 
about 20 people who show up each 
week to dance, including an even 
mix of  guys and girls, an aspect of  
this social interaction that members 
find to be a bonus entertainment.
“It’s a great opportunity to 
express yourself  and tap into your 
artistic side,” Krummel said. “Plus, 
what girl can pass up salsa dancing 
with hot guys?”
For more information about 
salsa dancing visit the Facebook 
group, UD Salsa Dancing.
“Salsa is cool because it’s easy to 
learn and it provides a ephemeral 
canvas to express yourself,” 
Valencia said.
salsa sPices uP fridays
skAte uNDeR the stARs At RIveRscAPe metRoPARk’s 
starlight skate today from 7 to 10 p.m. Laser and music shows will start at 
6:55 and 8:30 p.m. Admission and skate rental is $5. Call (937) 278-2607 
for more information. 
NeeD A gooD lAugh? eDDIe gRIFFIN wIll PeRFoRm At the 
Funny Bone Comedy Club & restaurant at 7:30 and 10 p.m. today and to-
morrow. Tickets cost $25 to 55. For more info, call (937) 429-LAFF or visit 
www.daytonfunnybone.com.
local and global 
arts and events
the RomANtIc comeDY “BRIDe 
Wars,” starring Kate Hudson and 
Anne Hathaway, releases today in 
theaters. Other movies being re-
leased today are “Gran Torino,” “not 
Easily Broken,” “The reader,” and 
“The unborn.”
Photo courtesy of WWW.eddieGriffin.tv
briana snyder/PhotoGraPhy editor
two members of the ud Salsa dancing Club salsa dance on a friday evening in december. the club meets weekly at 8 p.m. in ArtStreet Studio d.
AssistAnt
Ad mAnAGER
JoiN tHe BuSiNeSS StAff  
of ud’S StudeNt NeWSPAPer
flexiBle HourS
SCHolArSHiP AvAilABle
contact Kathryn lecKlider 
at KlecKlider@GMail.coM
When it comes to hard-hitting 
news reports, CNN is my main 
source of information.  Take 
any major topic such as the 2008 
election, ENRON or even Michael 
Jackson’s trial, and it will keep 
you updated 24 hours a day.  I try 
to keep up with current events, 
and so when I have a free moment 
or two, I try to pop on to CNN.com 
to catch up on happenings across 
the globe.  
After having done that the 
other day, however, I found myself 
extremely disheartened.  When 
accessing my beloved news source, 
I found that it was no longer 
displaying the most prevalent 
of news stories, but instead had 
reduced itself to broadcasting 
tabloid-esque fodder.  The other 
day was apparently a pretty 
significant day.  Yes, it’s true…
It was the Obama girls’ first 
day of school.  
I understand the human 
interest aspect of this story, and I 
understand that there is a certain 
newsy-quality to it.  I do not, 
however, think it is acceptable 
to post pictures that appear to 
be straight out of the National 
Enquirer.  Insert picture of 7-year-
old Sasha Obama peering out of a 
car amid the motorcade escorting 
her to school.  Follow this up with 
image of her flanked by mother 
Michelle Obama, her principal, 
and several Secret Service 
agents walking into the building. 
Paparazzi much?
CNN, what are you doing? 
What respectable news network 
creeps around documenting two 
elementary school girls trying 
to go to school?  If I was 7 years 
old and starting at a school where 
I was recognized as having a 
certain celebrity status, you had 
better believe that I would not 
want the pictures splashed all 
over the Internet.  
It’s not appropriate to intervene 
in the lives of our president-elect’s 
children, especially to that extent. 
It is invasive and not at all fair to 
Malia and Sasha, who have not 
asked for this attention, nor have 
they done anything to warrant 
it.  There is a certain amount of 
respect that should be shown for 
the family of the man who will be 
running our country in just a few 
short weeks, and this is crossing 
the line.
Even worse, I went on to 
the Web sites of FoxNews and 
MSNBC, and neither of them were 
posting the story.  Not that having 
multiple networks making this 
faux pas would somehow justify 
it, but at least it wouldn’t be one 
network standing alone.  The fact 
that the other groups had the 
discretion to not broadcast this 
only emphasizes the poor decision 
by CNN.  
When I go to the Web site of a 
reputable media station, I expect 
news stories that are important, 
but also ones that do not invade 
the privacy of minors.  I was 
shocked and appalled by CNN’s 
poor taste, and hope that this does 
not become a precedent for the 
future.  
Word on the street... 
What is your resolution for the new year?
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“the newspaper is... the bible of democracy, the book out of which a people  
determines its conduct... the only book most people read... the only book they 
read every day.”
Walter lippmann, journalist, author, c. 1920forum
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seniors should cherish and take advantage of 
their final semester at the University of Dayton
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“My resolution is to stop 
burping so much.”
Katie rusbacKy, freshMan 
Pre PHySiCAl tHerAPy
“I really don’t need one be-
cause I’m already so perfect.”
alicia GoetteMoeller, freshMan 
uNdeCided ArtS
that is not real news:
Covering the Obama children’s first day of school inappropriate and should not be a precedent
“I need to try to stop 
procrastinating.”
Monica Guisfredi, freshMan
CHeMiCAl eNGiNeeriNG
We just got back from what may very well have been the shortest holiday 
break that has ever been given by a university in the United States.  That 
isn’t necessarily a bad thing as it does enable us to get back to the place 
that we love most: the University of Dayton.  For many of us, this is going 
to be our last semester at UD meaning we will spend a large part of this 
semester worrying about our future.  
Should we continue our education?  Get a job?  Just hang around 
campus for a few years eating at Marycrest and going to parties?  These 
decisions will have a huge effect on the rest of our lives and are sure to 
cause some stress.
Throughout all of this stress and all of these worries it’s even more 
important to remember to enjoy our last semester as a student at Dayton. 
Sure, life isn’t over and the world isn’t going to explode upon our graduation, 
but we will never have an experience like this again in our lives.  That 
doesn’t mean the rest of our lives will be boring and meaningless, it 
simply means that they will be different and probably require a little more 
responsibility than we exercise on a daily basis while on campus.    
So, instead of looking back and getting sad that your time at UD is 
almost up, take advantage of this last semester.  Do things around the 
city that you have wanted to do for these last four years, participate in a 
service project, hang out with your roommates, take your girlfriend or 
boyfriend out on a romantic date. Whatever you do, just don’t waste what 
time you have left.
For the underclassmen out there, look around and realize how great 
what you have at UD is.  Dayton is a great place with a lot to offer both on 
and off campus.  Be sure to experience as much of that as possible.  Before 
you know it, it will be your final semester on campus and you will be 
wondering where your time and $120,000 disappeared to.
MaGGie Malach SoPHoMore
I have had enough of Nick Kast-
ner’s cartoons frequently published 
in Flyer News. Few are impressed 
with his attempt to promote the 
shirking of personal and community 
accountability through these mes-
sages targeted at Flyer News  readers, 
a message reiterated by the cartoon-
ist; “Blame others [UD administra-
tion] for our campus culture falling 
short of perfect!” He has had a few 
good cartoons over his career, but I 
encourage readers to browse the Fly-
er News archives and find the ones I 
am discussing here, particularly the 
recent one regarding the Elton John 
look-alike drawing of Sister Annette 
Schmeling, our dean of students and 
authentic catholic school Nun (Note: 
This is one of many abrasive car-
toons targeted at members of the UD 
community). 
These messages grossly misrep-
resent the community’s maturity 
and demand for actual fact-based 
arguments, and unfortunately this 
misrepresentation (of us) is received 
directly by those whose job it is to 
enrich the quality of the student ex-
perience here at UD. In other words, 
Dr. Dan, Sister Annette and the en-
tire UD faculty read the Flyer News 
and it’s my bet that these cheap-shot 
cartoons are indications of student 
immaturity and naïveté rather than 
insightful constructive criticism 
(which is always welcome and neces-
sary). 
The good news for this Flyer 
News managing editor is that his car-
toons appear to have an effect (albeit 
a negative one). For a few examples, 
discussion in student circles mimic 
Kastner’s sentiments. Rumors are 
abound regarding the job security of  
certain UD officials. A premeditated 
holiday letter was sent from the office 
of Sister Annette. Do these cartoons 
contribute to such events? Don’t rule 
it out… However, not all students 
are behind Kastner. It is my belief  
that this student body is instinctively 
more mature than this. It is my belief  
that I am not alone when I see these 
cartoons and feel uncomfortable 
with them forging the relationship 
between the student body and the 
president and dean of students. 
Oh, and by the way, I’m not suck-
ing up to anybody here, nor am I cut-
ting anybody any slack. Dr. Dan has 
my tuition money and I will have a 
degree soon. My incentive rests with 
the fact that my credentials will for-
ever be connected to this school’s 
reputation. They will depreciate if  
UD becomes known for an immature 
student body…When I see UD offi-
cials portrayed like Dean Pritchard 
from the movie “Old School” in crude 
cartoon form, I think immaturity. 
My fellow students, if  we are going 
to allow Nick Kastner to be a spokes-
man for us, join me in demanding he 
find a method other than senseless, 
cliché sucker-punches laced with 
emotion and malice instead of tact-
fulness and research. Nick, if  you 
can unearth details pointing to cor-
ruption or a blatant lack of consid-
eration from the UD administration 
or anyone else, please share it with 
us. Our community deserves it. But 
if  you’re picking a fight over tuition 
increase, Lowes Fest and/or the keg 
policy, you can be more efficient in 
your efforts with a bit of maturity 
and strategy and again, that’s en-
couraged. That is of course, if  you 
want to see change.
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nicholas rolinsKi, senior 
MeCHANiCAl eNGiNeeriNG
 letters to the editor
“... you don’t need your 
eyes and ears to realize 
this problem, you can 
use your nose.”
tiM ludWiG, senior
eduCAtioN
senior unhappy with immature depiction 
of administration in Flyer news’ cartoons
senior reminding us that locked basements 
in campus housing can make quite a mess
Poop, feces, bowel movements, 
a huge pile of  crap.  This was the 
early Christmas present that a 
house on the Dark Side received. 
Unknown to the residents of  a 
house on Chambers, a sewage 
pipe broke in the basement of  
their house.  It was not until their 
basement started to fill up with 
some of  the most vile excrement 
and ferment for days and days 
until it was discovered.  Why, you 
may ask?  Well for the same thing 
every one of  my articles have 
been about.  Their basement was 
locked!  Just imagine yourself  in 
this situation for a second.  There 
is an unknown brown river in 
your basement that you are un-
aware of  that could have been cor-
rected fairly quickly if  discovered 
early.  But, as the maintenance 
worker unlocks the basement and 
you see toilet paper floating at the 
bottom of  your stairs, the worst- 
case scenario is unfolding in front 
of  you.
Sister Schmeling you don’t 
need to use your eyes and ears 
to realize this problem, you can 
use your nose.  This should be the 
No. 1 policy change in the new 
year (or maybe in this case No. 
2).  Throughout the year students 
at the University of  Dayton hous-
ing have been discovering these 
worst-case scenarios.  The sim-
plest solution: unlock the base-
ments.  Whether it is a family 
of  dead possums, mice, or birds 
reeking through your house or 
human excrement, this is an easy 
decision.  Whether it is a lack of  
ability to get to a safe part of  your 
house during a tornado or to ac-
cess to your circuit breaker, the 
choice is simple.  Mold crawling 
up the walls, water heaters leak-
ing, the list of  problems goes on. 
Sister Schmeling, this could be 
the issue that gets you out of  the 
cartoons and onto the front page. 
Do something please!
tiM ludWiG, senior 
eduCAtioN
With the season just complet-
ed, I want to let you know how 
impressed I am with the support 
here for the Flyer athletic pro-
grams in general, and for the vol-
leyball team in particular.
 I've been in a lot of gyms and 
arenas over the years, but there 
is nowhere in the country that 
has the student support that is 
here at UD.  A coach in the Big 
10 told me earlier this year that 
although there are schools that 
have more fans at matches, there 
is no school in that conference 
that comes close to matching 
the energy of Frericks.  Matter-
of-fact, he said, it was the best 
he had seen anywhere.  As we 
were hosting the first and sec-
ond rounds of the NCAA Tour-
nament, the Western Michigan 
coach was quoted in the Kalama-
zoo newspaper as saying, "Day-
ton has an amazing environment 
here, and its game atmosphere 
was really fun."
 I want to thank every student 
who supported our team this 
season,  especially Red Scare for 
their passion and organization; 
the pep band for their talent, fun, 
and energy; and all of the other 
people who make playing at home 
so much fun — the B-Lock guys, 
the S-Pike guys, Barack Obama 
and Hilary Clinton, the after-
match tunnels, and all of the cra-
zies who wore wigs and painted 
faces, chests and other body 
parts.  I also want to thank those 
of you who traveled on the road to 
support us.  Your support is awe-
some!  Of the 16 schools that were 
selected to host the first round of 
the NCAA Tournament, we had 
the sixth highest attendance!  We 
finished behind only Nebraska, 
Minnesota, Cal, Penn State, and 
Stanford, and ahead of Washing-
ton, Florida, Texas, Kentucky, 
USC, Illinois, Clemson, Purdue, 
American, and UCLA.  The team 
absolutely loves playing in Frer-
icks and the support and energy 
is the reason.  We will never take 
that for granted.  We are all go-
ing to work our tails off in the 
offseason to get better, and we 
are going to pound away on the 
recruiting trail so that we con-
tinue to bring in great players so 
that next season is even better. 
Thank you again for your sup-
port and go Flyers!
ud volleyball head coach
expresses his gratitude 
toward students, fans
Kelly sheffield 
 ud volleyBAll HeAd CoACH
Kelly sheffield ud volleyBAll CoACH
Basketball continues to grow in 
popularity in more aspects than just 
the UD men’s varsity team. 
The basketball intramural 
leagues at the RecPlex continue to 
attract more members each year. 
In 2007, 1,348 students participated 
on a basketball intramural team, 
Mark Hoying, Assistant Director of  
Intramurals said. 
Last year, about 75 more students 
participated in basketball than in 
2006, Hoying said. Though the total 
number of  teams for this year’s 
season has not been determined, 
Hoying hopes that the number of  
players will continue to rise. 
“It’s a sport that you can say 
‘I’m not talented in this sport but I 
can go out there and not embarrass 
myself,’” Hoying said. 
Women’s teams are also on 
the rise. Hoying said that usually 
around 30 female basketball 
teams participate each year. This 
year, female participants have 
increased among other sports 
that the Recreation Department 
offers. For the first time in three 
years, 12 women’s flag football 
teams participated in intramurals. 
“I’m hoping that indicates there 
are some competitive and willing 
female participants that will come 
and play,” Hoying said. 
Hoying said that the number of  
freshman participants have lacked 
in the past, and once students hit 
sophomore year, the number of  
participants stays consistent.
“I wasn’t sure how to start a team 
for first semester,” freshman Jordan 
Geroski said. “I’m hoping to start a 
team to stay active and have fun.” 
The leagues are divided into 
residence hall leagues, focused 
for freshmen and sophomores, 
and independent leagues for 
upperclassmen. Teams may consist 
of  all males, all females, or they can 
be co-ed. Teams are also divided into 
recreational and competitive. 
“Men’s competitive is the most 
intense, but it’s not as popular as 
the Men’s (recreational),” Hoying 
said. “It just tells us that most of  
our participants are just out there 
to have fun.”
Hoying said that games last for 
six weeks with a two-week playoff. 
“That’s in part due to its 
popularity,” Hoying said.  “We have 
so many teams that we don’t have 
time to get the games in.” 
The league registration deadline 
is Jan. 12, and the league will 
last from Jan. 19 to March 12. All 
intramurals are free to students and 
all RecPlex members.  A team must 
have five members to play in the 
intramural leagues.
Hoying said the recreation 
department has not denied any 
teams due to the amount of  teams 
that signed up. 
“It just comes from a philosophy 
of  let’s get everyone to play that can 
play.” 
While the majority of  UD 
students were enjoying their 
Christmas break lounging at home 
after a long week of  exams, the 
women’s basketball team was hard 
at work over the short holiday.  
Dayton had a full slate of  five 
games to wrap up its  nonconference 
schedule in the two-week span.  The 
Flyers though, saw their hard work 
rewarded.   Dayton played the role 
of  the Grinch over break, stuffing 
coal into opponents’ stockings and 
putting a damper on the Christmas 
season for three of  the four teams 
it faced before Sunday’s matchup 
with Eastern Michigan.
The Flyers extended their 
winning streak to a season-high 
four games at one point over 
Christmas break before dropping 
a hard-fought 77-68 contest to 
Bowling Green.  Dayton notched 
a tough road win over crosstown 
rival Wright State on Dec. 21, 
and then returned home to down 
Loyola-Chicago and Lipscomb 
before losing to the Falcons.  
In the 59-56 win over Wright 
State it was bench production, 
free throws, and the play of  senior 
Marie Rosche that sustained the 
Flyers.  Rosche hit a career-high 
19 points and set a new UD record 
for field goal accuracy in a single 
game going a perfect 8-of-8 from the 
field.  The previous record of  6-for-6 
was recorded 17 years ago by Lisa 
Green against Detroit.  
“Marie did a great job.  This was 
the best game of  the year for her, 
statistically,” Dayton head coach 
Jim Jabir said.  “She ran the floor, 
finished aggressively, and attacked 
the rim.”
It was an ugly win that Jabir was 
not completely satisfied with.  
“I have a lot of  respect for 
Wright State . . . and I knew they 
weren’t going to quit but I was upset 
because we weren’t aggressive 
enough,” Jabir said.  “When we 
break pressure we should attack 
the rim and we weren’t doing that. 
I’d rather miss shots and have 
turnovers playing aggressively 
than not.”
Jabir acknowledged that it 
was nice to get the win and added 
that he saw obvious room for 
improvement.  
“In [our recent games] we’ve 
been winning ugly.  I want it to 
be prettier than that,” Jabir said. 
“That means executing and getting 
better on defense.”  
Dayton responded well to coach 
Jabir’s comments with an 85-55 
blowout win over Loyola-Chicago. 
Freshman Justine Raterman 
led all scorers with 24 points in 
the 30-point shellacking of  the 
Ramblers.  Freshman Casey Nance 
notched her second double-double 
of  the season with 10 points and 
10 rebounds.  De’Sarae Chambers 
and Kayla Moses rounded out the 
freshman dominance in the game 
adding career-highs of  16 and 11 
points, respectively.  
“I was pleased with the effort 
[against Loyola],” Jabir said.  “I 
was very worried about this game. 
Loyola is a much improved team 
and they play hard.  We played well 
offensively and our defense was 
good.  We were 21-of-23 from the 
free throw line and that was really 
good too.”
Raterman was also pleased.  
“We came out really focused 
and we just wanted to work hard 
and get this win,” Raterman said. 
“I’ve got to give a lot of  credit to my 
teammates who got me the ball and 
got me open.”
“Justine makes me look really 
good,” Jabir said.  “She’s a great 
kid, wants to be a great player.”
The Flyers returned from their 
own Christmas break and recorded 
the program’s most one-sided 
victory in seven years with a 76-36 
dismantling of  Lipscomb.  Dayton’s 
defense was staunch in the win 
as Lipscomb’s 36 points were 
the fewest given up by UD since 
2001.  Dayton held Lipscomb to a 
horrendous 25.8 percent from the 
field and forced 22 turnovers.
Dayton beat Lipscomb like a 
drum to improve to 10-2 before 
losing to MAC power Bowling 
Green in the Finals of  the Dayton 
Flyer Classic.  
Finally, to close out the 
Christmas break, the Flyers shut 
down Eastern Michigan, 61-54. 
Their record is now 11-3 and they 
will travel to Saint Louis to take on 
the Billikens Saturday at 8 p.m.
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sCHEDuLE
women’s Basketball
sat. Jan. 10 at st. Louis
sat. Jan. 17 vs. Xavier
men’s Basketball
sat. Jan. 10 at uMass
Wed. Jan. 14 vs Fordham
34
the combined number of points 
that dayton and Miami scored in 
the first half of the Flyers’ 45-40 
win tuesday night at ud Arena.  
the 34 combined points tied for 
the second lowest in ud history. 
The lowest first half total in 
program history came when the 
two teams met in 2001 when 
the redHawks and the flyers  
combined for a mere 28 first half 
points.  
7
the university of dayton intro-
duced tim Wabler as its new 
director of athletics Wednesday 
afternoon.  A former flyer 
student-athlete himself, Wabler 
is the seventh man to serve 
as ud’s director of athletics.  
Wabler is now responsible for 
the oversight of 17 intercol-
legiate athletic programs, 
on-campus athletic facilities, 
ud Arena and the surrounding 
Arena Sports Complex.  Wabler  
is also the first Dayton native to 
serve as the university’s director 
of athletics.   
inside the
nuMBErs
the Women’s Hoops
Flyers improve to 11-3 over holidays
John bedell
Assistant sports Editor
rec Sports
Intramural basketball season right around corner
allison dunn
staff Writer
When it comes to discussing the 
current NFL coaching carousel, 
a wiser man than me said it best, 
“Life’s a fragile thing.  One minute 
you’re chewin’ on a burger, the next 
minute you’re dead meat.”
Of  course, those thought-
provoking words belong to Lloyd 
Christmas in Dumb and Dumber. 
That deeply philosophical quote 
(and movie) resonated within me, 
and it resurfaced after the NFL’s 
final regular season weekend.
Owners around the league are 
losing patience and because of  this, 
coaches are losing their jobs.  Three 
coaches lost their jobs during this 
year’s NFL season.  Since the regular 
season ended on Dec. 29, four other 
head coaches have been fired.
Detroit Lions coach Rod Marinelli 
was fired following a historically 
atrocious 0-16 campaign, the first 
in NFL history.  That certainly 
wasn’t a surprise.  But there were 
a few firings that reinforced the 
“what have you done for me lately” 
theme that owners are notorious for 
having.
Cleveland Browns owner Randy 
Lerner fired general manager Phil 
Savage and head coach Romeo 
Crennel, citing the organization’s 
“very strong commitment to get it 
right.”  Crennel compiled a 24-40 
record in his four seasons as head 
coach.
The Browns seemed to have their 
ship righted following a 10-6 season 
a year ago, only to free fall into the 
AFC North cellar with a 4-12 record. 
With the Browns losing their final 
six games, they moved in a direction 
opposite of  their surprising 2007 
season.
The New York Jets parted ways 
with coach Eric Mangini, who was 
23-25 in his three seasons with the 
team.  The Jets started the season 
8-3, only to lose four of  the last five 
to miss the playoffs in epic fashion.  
Although owner Woody Johnson 
had assured that Mangini would be 
back regardless of  how this season 
played out, the coach was sent 
packing less than 24 hours after 
their season finale loss.
The most surprising firing was 
that of  Mike Shanahan, 14-year head 
coach and executive for the Denver 
Broncos.  Regarded throughout 
the league as a genius of  coaching, 
Shanahan won two Super Bowls and 
had an overall record of  146-91.
But, of  course, what have you 
done for me lately?  Shanahan 
went 24-24 in his last three seasons 
(obviously the Broncos have 
different standards than the Bengals 
or Browns).  His team lost three 
straight to finish 8-8 this season and 
miss the playoffs.
Whether or not these coaches 
should be unemployed at the 
moment is certainly up for debate. 
Some say Shanahan’s time to move 
on was at hand; others feel Mangini 
was the scapegoat in New York.  Still 
others wonder why coaches like 
the Bengals’ Marvin Lewis and the 
Cowboys’ Wade Phillips still have 
jobs.
These NFL owners are showing 
they are not afraid to do whatever 
it takes to get back to winning. 
Whether the “what have you done 
for me lately” refers to five years 
ago, last season, or even two months 
ago, it means there is no such thing 
as job security in the NFL.
But it is called a coaching 
“carousel” for a reason.  These 
unemployed coaches will find 
positions elsewhere in the league. 
The Browns have targeted Mangini. 
The Chicago Bears have shown 
interest in Marinelli as an assistant. 
Former Oakland Raider coach Lane 
Kiffin, fired midseason, moved to 
the college ranks.  He is now the 
head coach at the University of  
Tennessee.  
So, Lloyd Christmas was more 
right than he’ll ever know.  One 
minute, you’re chewin’ on a burger. 
The next minute, you’re dead meat. 
But a few minutes later, you could 
be singing “Rocky Top Tennessee” 
with a multi-million dollar grin.  
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Commentary
Impatient nFL teams in search of new coaches
ryan hader StAff Writer
Owners finding scapegoats to tumultuous seasons; hope that change will turn clubs into winners
DEADLInEs
recsports intramural sign-up
Basketball leagues
(5-on-5)
Mon. Jan. 12
Event Dates: Jan. 19-March 12
Floor hockey Preseason tourney
(5-on-5)
Fri. Jan. 16
Event Dates: Jan. 20-Jan. 22
Floor hockey league
(5-on-5)
Fri. Jan. 16
Event Dates: Jan. 25-March 12
source: http://campus.udayton.edu/~recsport/intramurals/
With just 10.2 ticks left on the clock, 
Dayton junior guard Marcus Johnson 
stepped to the free-throw line with 
his Flyers up by 3 over rival Miami of  
Ohio. 
With all eyes on him, Johnson 
dribbled the ball a few times, then 
slowly caressed the ball in his hands. 
He paused, took a deep breath, and 
slowly exhaled.
 What was going through his mind 
in such a pressure-filled situation?
“Man, just making my free throws, 
you know,” Johnson said after the 
game. “Free throws are clutch, they 
come in handy throughout the whole 
game. My main focus was just making 
the free throws one at a time.”
And swish. 
It became a two-possession game 
with the Flyers now up by 4, and after 
sinking his second attempt, the Flyers 
went on to win the game 45-40 Tuesday 
night in UD Arena.
“I wasn’t really nervous, I just had 
to calm down and relax. You know, 
it was only a free throw. It was free 
– I had nobody blocking me out and 
nobody contesting the shot, so I just 
had to relax and shoot it.”
In a game where neither team shot 
particularly well, as Miami finished 
with 35.4 percent from the floor and 
Dayton finished at 32.1 percent, it 
was Johnson who took control of the 
game, something one might not be 
able to tell from his stat line, but of the 
stat line of opponent Mike Bramos.
Bramos came into the game 
averaging 19 points per game, but 
was held to just 6 points after being 
defended by Johnson a majority of  
the night. 
“My assignment for this game was 
to lock him down and stop him from 
scoring as many points as he does,” 
Johnson said. “He got off  on us last 
year, but this year I had to shut him 
down.”
Bramos tallied 36 point in last 
season’s game, but was overshadowed 
by Dayton’s then-senior Brian Roberts 
who scored 12 points in the final 
1:04 of regulation to lead the Flyers 
to a remarkable come-from-behind 
victory.
But without Roberts this year, the 
Flyers needed to turn to someone else 
to step up. Although adding 12 points 
to Dayton’s total was about average 
for Johnson, his ability to kick it up 
a notch on the defensive side of the 
ball was the key to the Flyers’ victory, 
and it’s adding a ripple effect on his 
teammates.
“Marcus did an excellent job. We 
knew Bramos is a scorer. He can flat 
out score,” teammate sophomore 
forward Chris Wright said. “(Johnson) 
basically made our job easier. After a 
while Bramos wasn’t even looking to 
get the ball anymore because Marcus 
was just hounding and hounding him 
every step of the way.”
In a season where the Flyers 
may not have an obvious go-to guy, 
Johnson is increasingly filling the void 
that was left when Roberts graduated 
last year by being a threat on both 
sides of the ball. And with the Miami 
game capping off  nonconference play, 
it’s a good time to see a member of this 
year’s squad finally assume the role. 
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Johnson stepping up for 
Flyers on both ends of court
Will hanlon/editor-iN-CHief 
Junior guard Marcus Johnson defends Miami’s Michael Bramos. Bramos scored 36 against the Flyers in last sea-
son’s contest, but was held to just 6 points on Tuesday mostly due to the defensive pressure of Johnson.
Flyers edge out 
RedHawks, 45-40
If  you’re a fan of defense, Tuesday 
night’s game at UD Arena was a 
classic. The Flyers held the Miami 
offense in check throughout the game 
in a 45-40 victory. 
The victory moved the Flyers to 
14-1 for the second consecutive season 
— an impressive feat.
“I’m really happy with 14-1,” 
Dayton head coach Brian Gregory 
said. “I guess you could do one better. 
The thing I’m pleased with is this is 
the same team that opened the season 
with Wofford and we have come a long 
way.”
The defense was impeccable. The 
Flyers held the RedHawks (7-5) to 25 
percent from the floor in the first half, 
and headed to the locker room for 
halftime tied at 17.
Back-and-forth throughout the 
entire game, the competitiveness of  
the rivalry showed throughout the 
second half.
The difference in the game was 
made in crunch time. The Flyers 
found themselves down 31-29 with just 
under eight minutes to go in the game, 
but after three made free throws, the 
team found itself  in the lead again. 
A minute later, Johnson’s high-
flying block on Miami star Michael 
Bramos became a momentum builder. 
As he blocked the ball, Johnson then 
caught the ball while falling out of  
bounds and flipped it to Charles Little 
to retain posession and give Dayton an 
opportunity on the offensive end.
After two consecutive big baskets 
by Little, the Flyers led 39-36. First, 
Little rebounded a Lowery miss for 
the easy putback, and then hit a 
driving jumper. 
The Dayton defense held Miami 
to just one field goal in the final five 
minutes of the game, and the team 
was able to close the game out at the 
free throw stripe.
Dayton sophomore forward Chris 
Wright led the team in scoring with 
14 points, and grabbed six rebounds. 
Junior guard Marcus Johnson worked 
both ends of the court, scoring 12 
points, grabbing two rebounds and 
leading the team with four assists. He 
also held Miami star Michael Bramos 
to 6 points, 13 off  his season average of  
19 per contest.
“Hats off  to Marcus Johnson, he 
did a phenomenal job,” Gregory said. 
“Great concentration, pleased with 
the win. 
“Obviously any time you play a 
team like Miami you take that win 
and feel really good about it. We 
have a great respect for them and 
the tradition of the rivalry. It’s an 
important win for us. Give them 
credit, they played their hearts out to 
win we just got some stops in the last 
five minutes and were able to pull it 
out.” 
OVERHEARD
Tuesday’s game marked the first 
contest since coming back from 
Christmas break. 
“I just didn’t want to wake up 
(the first day of class),” sophomore 
forward Chris Wright said with a 
laugh after the game. “It was kind of  
hard. That’s part of being a student 
athlete; school’s going to come with it. 
“The break was good, but now 
that we’re back in school now we got 
to hit the books and get back to work 
because you want to stay eligible to 
continue to play. 
“But I really didn’t want to wake up 
that Monday morning and go to class. 
But it’s all part of it. I’m happy to be 
back in class and see the students. We 
kind of missed the students because 
it was just us here all along (during 
break) so I’m happy to be back in 
school.”
UP NEXT
The Flyers will now travel to 
UMass to take on the Minutemen in 
their conference opener. The game 
will be played in Springfield, Mass. on 
Saturday at 1 p.m. 
cory Griffin
sports Editor
Will hanlon editor-iN-CHief
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